Abstract: A prominent symptom of Autism Spectrum Disorder includes restricted and repetitive behaviours. This symptom has been divided into three subtypes: repetitive motor behaviour, insistence on sameness and circumscribed interests. In the past, the neural correlates of these behaviours have been largely understudied. More recently, neuroimaging studies have pointed to a number of neural networks that may underlay these behaviours. However, results from this work have been varied and remain difficult to integrate. The purpose of this review is to summarize recent neuroimaging studies on restricted and repetitive behaviours in autism, and to provide an organized framework that will permit a clearer understanding of the neural correlates of these behaviours. Using a developmental perspective, this review will identify that there are distinct and overlapping neural networks that are associated with repetitive motor behaviour, insistence on sameness and circumscribed interests. In addition, this review will identify a series of executive and affective function tasks that have proven efficacious in the study of repetitive behaviour.
INTRODUCTION

Autism
Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is a neurobiological condition characterized by deficits in social communication and restricted, repetitive behavior (RRB) [1] . It is a complex disorder associated with diverse behavioral symptoms and complex neural substrata. Recently, a growing body of neuroimaging research focused on examining RRB in ASD has emerged. RRB encompasses a broad range of heterogeneous behaviors that have proven difficult to quantify [2] . These behaviours likely reflect complex genetic and environmental interactions across development [3] . Given this heterogeneity, the conceptualization of RRB as one broadly inclusive category has been replaced by a framework that stratifies RRB into three distinct subtypes or factors. These include Repetitive Motor Behavior (RMB), Insistence on Sameness (IS) and Circumscribed Interests (CI) [4] . These three behavioral subtypes have been determined by factor analyses and independent component analyses of diagnostic measures such as the Autism Diagnostic InterviewRevised (ADI-R) and the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS) [4] [5] [6] . The identification of these subtypes has allowed for a more fine-tuned behavioral profile of ASD. For example, RMB is associated with a distinct motor component [7] , and has been described as more rudimentary, or "lower order," in nature [8] . Some examples of RMB include hand flapping, body rocking and other self-stimulatory behaviors. On the other hand, IS and CI have been described as "higher order" [8] and are linked to distinctly cognitive components [7] . Rigid adherence to routines and unusually intense preoccupations are examples of IS and CI, respectively.
Recently, a number of neuroimaging research studies have examined the relationship between these distinct RRB subtypes and underlying neural circuitry [9] , bridging the gap between behavioral and neural findings in ASD. However, the results of these studies have been mixed. For example, by using structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), some studies have revealed patterns of morphological brain changes that are significantly correlated with different RRB subtypes [10] [11] [12] , whereas other studies have found that no correlations hold across RRB categories [24] . These studies have been additionally complicated by the use of different neuroimaging methods and sample demographics. For example, in addition to MRI, many studies have used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to examine RRB indirectly, by analyzing brain activation during the performance of executive functioning (EF) tasks. These EF tasks have been used as alternative RRB measures, as a means to examine RRB using task-based paradigms [14] . Recently, a number of EF tasks have been proposed to study RRB in ASD. Findings have linked performance and neural activation during these EF tasks to ASD scores on diagnostic measures [15] [16] [17] [18] . In addition, a handful of studies have drawn correlations between neural activation on some of these EF paradigms and specific RRB scores on diagnostic measures. These studies demonstrate the specific efficacy of these paradigms in the study of RRB. With some studies establishing direct links between RRB and brain function, and other studies proposing new paradigms to investigate RRB in ASD, a review and organization of the literature is needed. These findings hold great clinical promise, as they may contribute to a more precise neural understanding of RRB. They also offer potential for the development of targeted interventions and novel pharmacological therapies. With this said, this review has two purposes.
First, this review is intended to synthesize recent structural MRI studies into an organized framework to permit a clearer understanding of the morphological abnormalities associated with RMB, IS and CI. This summary will demonstrate that these distinct RRB subtypes are associated with both discrete and overlapping regional abnormalities that are best considered from a developmental framework. For example, discrete regional abnormalities of the frontal cortex and cerebellum have been associated with RMB [19] . In contrast, overlapping abnormalities in frontal and striatal regions appear as key contributors to all three subtypes (i.e., RMB, IS and CI) across development [11, [19] [20] . This review presents a broad frontal striatal developmental trajectory of RRB in ASD (Figure 1) , and indicates underlying motor and cognitive control deficits in the development of RRB.
The second purpose of this review is to synthesize recent fMRI studies, focusing on network abnormalities and differences in RRB neural circuitry. Inherent in this synthesis is an evaluation of several EF tasks that have been used as RRB proxies in a number of fMRI studies. EF tasks that examine visual motor coordination, motor and cognitive inhibition, rule violation, cognitive set shifting, target detection, and delay incentive as they relate to RRB, are included in this review. An organized framework of EF tasks that have been used as RRB proxies is presented. This framework outlines which EF tasks elicit brain activation, which is correlated with RRB scores on diagnostic measures. This framework will allow for an initial organization of findings and pinpoint areas of interest for future research. This comparison identifies that there are overlapping neural network abnormalities that are elicited by certain EF tasks. This overlap is consistent with theories identifying ASD as a brain connectivity disorder. These findings are presented in a neurocognitive model of RRB (Figure 2) , and identify EF tasks that may be of value in future RRB research. From childhood to adulthood, the development of RRB is correlated with several structural abnormalities in frontal and striatal regions. During childhood, enlargement of the entire frontal cortex is correlated with atypical exploration of objects in the environment [19] . Also during childhood, abnormal growth rate of striatal structures (i.e., caudate nucleus and putamen) is correlated with insistence on sameness [9] (top). During older childhood and adolescence, abnormal thalamic volume is correlated with self-injurious behaviour [10] and enlarged caudate nucleus volume is correlated with measures of impulsivity [31] (middle). In adulthood, abnormal caudate nucleus [11] [12] and putamen [11] volumes are correlated with perseverative and compulsive behaviour, and orbitofrontal cortex enlargement is correlated with circumscribed interests [20] (bottom).
More specifically, this model shows that abnormalities in neural networks implicated in cognitive and motor control, attention, salience attribution, and reward function, may underlie RRB in ASD. Differences in sample age, diagnosis, and methodology between studies are also discussed in light of their impact on results.
The structure of this review is as follows: first, structural neuroimaging (MRI) studies are discussed. Then, functional neuroimaging (fMRI) studies are examined. This review of fMRI studies includes studies that have employed tasks of EF as indirect measures of RRB. Within each structural and functional section, RMB, IS and CI behaviors are discussed. Following this, resting-state functional connectivity and diffusion tensor imaging methods are briefly discussed. Restingstate and diffusion tensor imaging studies are examined separately because they are relatively new approaches to studying RRB in ASD, and do not yet fit the stratified framework of subtypes outlined above. Last, future directions are considered.
METHODOLOGY
Reported in the current review are all studies that were identified based on a comprehensive literature search in PubMed, PsychINFO and Google Scholar. Searches were conducted for neuroimaging studies conducted between 1999 and 2013 that examined repetitive behaviours in children and adults with an ASD (autism, high functioning autism, Asperger syndrome, and pervasive developmental disorder not otherwise specified). Only peer-reviewed articles for which English text was available were included in the review. Key words used in the literature search included "autism", "neuroimaging", "[functional] magnetic resonance imaging", "diffusion tensor imaging", "restricted [and] repetitive behaviour", "circumscribed interests", "insistence on sameness", "motor stereotypies", "repetitive motor behaviour", "repetitive cognitive behaviour", and "executive function". See Table 1 for a list of papers reviewed, including number of participants, age range, diagnosis, type of neuroimaging method used and a summary of findings from each study included in this review.
Structural MRI studies and RRB
Lower Order, Repetitive Motor Behavior (RMB)
The importance of studying RMB is underscored by the observation that it is the only RRB subtype that is Abnormalities in the cognitive control, motor control, attention, salience attribution, and reward processing networks, are identified during tasks of executive function (EF) employed to study RRB. Moreover, the majority of these network abnormalities appear as dimensional. Several EF tasks reveal abnormal activation in the same neural network. Adapted from findings in [13, 41- present as early as 15 months [21] , and observed across different levels of functioning across the autism spectrum [22] . The expression of RMB is also quite heterogeneous and includes abnormal gait, somatic movement, and vocal production. This heterogeneity suggests potentially widespread early neural candidates. Therefore, the study of neural circuitry underlying RMB offers potential for the identification of early biological markers of ASD that may serve as the initial basis for a cascade of further developmental deficits.
However, structural neuroimaging studies investigating lower order RMB in ASD have been few. One factor that may contribute to this paucity of imaging studies is the requirement for minimized motion while in the MRI scanner. This requirement conflicts with the excessive somatic movement characteristic of RMB, rendering this subtype particularly difficult to investigate using MRI.
Currently, the few available studies relating structural brain abnormalities to RMB show little consensus in results. Pediatric studies have linked increases in entire frontal cortex volume and cerebellar hypoplasia with the atypical exploration of objects in the environment [19] . In addition, self-injurious behaviors have been negatively correlated with thalamic volume, as well as with superior parietal and somatosensory cortical thickness [10] . Abnormal parietal folding has also been linked with measures of RRB in a sample of children with Asperger's Syndrome. Interestingly, this correlation did not hold when examining both high and low-functioning autism samples [23] . This suggests that the biological bases of RRB may be diagnosis dependent. Finally, in contrast to the above findings, a recent study failed to find any significant association between morphometric alterations in child ASD brains and RMB scores [24] . Clearly more work is needed to identify the relation between structural brain abnormalities in childhood ASD and RMB.
Higher Order, Insistence on Sameness, and Circumscribed Interests
In addition to lower order behaviors (i.e., RMB), research has also been conducted on higher-order behaviors such as IS and CI. These higher-order subtypes have been studied more extensively, and structural MRI research has revealed substantial cortical and subcortical associations.
Thus far, evidence from structural MRI studies investigating IS and CI behaviors suggest that the neural underpinnings of these two subtypes are not completely separable, and may overlap considerably. In addition, data collected from pediatric and adult samples has revealed an early developmental progression of broad frontal and striatal involvement in these higher-order behaviors [9, 11, [19] [20] .
Although it has been found that higher order IS and CI exist in very young ASD samples [25] [26] , associations between these subtypes and striatal abnormalities show a complex pattern across development. For example, in 3-4 year old ASD samples, findings of uncorrected striatal enlargement in ASD children relative to controls have failed to meet statistical significance [27] . However, longitudinal data have revealed faster striatal growth rate (as opposed to enlargement) in school aged ASD subjects relative to controls [9] . Further, this increased growth rate has been both positively and negatively correlated with IS scores on the Autism Diagnostic Interview -Revised (ADI-R) [9, 28] . In this age group specifically, increased growth rate of the caudate nucleus has shown a significant negative association with IS [28] . In the same age group, growth rate of the putamen has shown a significant positive correlation with IS [9] . In studies employing older ASD samples between 7 and 12 years of age, findings of increased caudate [29] , putamen and globus pallidus [30] volumes relative to controls, have been reported, and increased volume of the caudate has been correlated with measures of impulsivity [31] . These data suggest that abnormal growth rate of the striatum in early childhood may be a precipitating factor in the development of higher-order RRB later in life. As well, enlargement of striatal structures in later childhood and adolescence have been found. However, associations between striatal enlargement and RRB have yet to emerge in this age group.
Continuing this developmental trajectory of the striatum, several adult studies have reported significant correlations between striatal enlargement and higherorder RRB scores. For example, caudate [11] [12] and putamen enlargement [11] have been correlated with "perseverations" and "obsessions/compulsions" scores on the Autism Diagnostic Interview. Similar to pediatric findings, these correlations have also been both positive and negative in direction, speaking to the complexity of IS and CI across development. Additionally, enlargement of the lateral orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) has been positively correlated with CI in adults, but not in children [20] . Complementing this correlational pattern, behavioral research on adolescent ASD subjects has demonstrated that as age increases, the severity of CI behavior becomes more intense [32] .
Structural MRI and RRB Subtypes -a Summary and Comparison
Thus far, data on lower order RMB point to enlargement of frontal cortical structures, as well as cerebellar hypoplasia in childhood. In addition, reduced cortical thickness and abnormal folding in post central, parietal and subcortical structures, has been found. However, greater methodological consistency is needed in future RMB studies to substantiate and replicate these findings, as studies have also demonstrated null findings [24] . Given that RMB is of the earliest subtype to occur, findings could aid as structural biomarkers for high-risk ASD children. Taken together, the above data indicate widespread structural abnormality in RMB. The findings are so varied, that it may be of value to further parse these qualitatively different motor behaviors in order to arrive at more discernable RMB subtypes.
In contrast, IS and CI subtypes involve irregularities of the OFC and striatum (i.e., putamen and caudate). The OFC plays a role in reward-based decision making, reinforcement learning, and emotion processing [33] . Irregularities of OFC function are also found in obsessive-compulsive disorder [34] indicating that OFC abnormality may broadly underlie narrowranged perseverative behaviour, across diagnostic categories. In addition, the putamen and caudate together form the dorsal striatum, which is implicated in a wide range of functions including inhibition, motor initiation [35] [36] , salience assessment and reward expectancy in decision making [37] . Taken together, it is suggested that the structural brain regions underlying IS and CI stem from frontal-dorsal striatal abnormalities, and that these abnormalities may be associated with deficits in both reward-based or emotional decision making, as well as motor inhibition.
Collectively, an examination of the regions putatively implicated in lower and higher order RRB suggests that there are commonalities in frontal-striatal irregularities across all three subtypes (i.e., RMB, IS, and CI). Moreover, abnormalities in specific structures of the frontal-striatal pathway show associations with specific types of RRB at different developmental time points (Figure 1) .
Concerning frontal cortical areas, both RMB and CI are reflected by enlargement of the frontal cortex, with CI behavior specifically localized to abnormalities of the OFC. In addition, striatal abnormalities that are localized to the caudate nucleus appear important to higher order RRB. Other parts of the brain that are closely tied to the striatum (i.e., thalamus) are implicated in self-injurious behavior.
Recent research on the role of the striatum in animal and human studies has revealed its importance in both motor control [35] [36] and more cognitive, obsessive-compulsive behaviors [38] . The involvement of the striatum in both lower and higher order behaviour suggests that abnormalities in this group of structures may play a role in motor deficits in early childhood (i.e., RMB), which leads to higher-order, cognitive deficits across development (i.e., IS and CI). This literature may suggest that frontal-striatal abnormality serves as an early biomarker for ASD.
Functional MRI and RRB Subtypes
The structural architecture of the brain plays an important role in the integration of information across functional networks [39] . Thus, a number of other studies have employed functional MRI (fMRI), in addition to morphometric analyses of MRI data. These studies have used fMRI to examine RRB subtypes indirectly, by analyzing brain activation during the performance of affective and executive functioning (EF) tasks. Both traditional fMRI as well as functional connectivity analyses have been used. fMRI uses the blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) signal to identify regional changes in neuronal activity. These changes are associated with the presentation of a particular stimuli or the performance of a task. Functional connectivity analyses examine the synchronous coupling of activity across localized brain regions in order to provide information about functional integration (i.e., networks) [40] .
It is important to consider how EF paradigms may be used in neuroimaging studies to evaluate RRB, as a greater number of studies are establishing relationships between RRB subtypes and neural circuitry. To date, a handful of studies have linked neural activity during EF tasks to distinct RRB subtypes. Many studies have also correlated findings of neural abnormality during EF tasks with total RRB scores on the ADI-R. In the following sections, EF tasks that are both rudimentary and/or motor in nature, as well as those that require higher-order, cognitive demand, have been summarized. EF tasks that have recruited similar neural networks are summarized together, and preliminary links to RRB subtypes are presented.
Lower Order Executive Functioning Tasks and RRB
A few fMRI studies have employed EF paradigms that are primarily motor in nature, and these paradigms have been used to explore lower-order RRB in ASD. Results have been correlated with total RRB scores on the ADI-R. These studies have been conducted using older adolescent and adult ASD samples, and future studies need to employ younger samples for better generalization of results. EF paradigms using antisaccade and Go/No Go tasks (assessing motor inhibition), as well as simple visual motor coordination tasks (assessing motor planning and coordination), have been employed to explore the neural circuitry related to RRB. The anti-saccade task has revealed hypoactivation in the frontal eye fields and the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC), in ASD subjects relative to controls. This task has also produced evidence of reduced functional connectivity between these neural regions [41] . However, despite overall hypoactivation in the frontal eye fields in ASD subjects, greater frontal eye field activation during the antisaccade task has been correlated with more severe total RRB scores on the ADI-R [41] . Agam and colleagues have suggested that this correlation reflects greater cognitive effort in ASD subjects, which is required to successfully inhibit motor behavior. Hypoactivation of the ACC has also been shown during other motor inhibition tasks such as the Go/No Go [42] . Go/No Go performance has been associated with hyperactivation in the left inferior and orbital frontal gyrii in ASD subjects relative to controls [43] .
Aside from the anti-saccade and Go/No Go tasks, simple visual motor coordination tasks have been employed. These tasks have revealed heightened functional connectivity in ASD across vast thalamocortical and caudate-cortical networks. Accounts of these aberrant cortical-subcortical connectivity patterns suggest there is reduced, early synaptic pruning, abnormal white matter maturation, and thalamic gate dysfunction during development in ASD [44] [45] . These vast abnormalities in corticalsubcortical networks may suggest an array of several neural mechanisms that support RRB. Although these studies did not attempt to draw correlations between BOLD activation and RRB scores, the rudimentary and motoric nature of these tasks identify them as plausible RRB proxy measures. The results are distinguished as relevant to stereotypic behavior in ASD [45] indicating that thalamic-cortical and caudate-cortical connectivity should be investigated in future work.
Higher Order Executive Functioning Tasks and RRB
A number of cognitive EF tasks have been employed in order to deepen the understanding of neural involvement in higher order RRB. These EF tasks have investigated BOLD activation during particular cognitive demands. These cognitive demands have been linked to IS and CI. Some studies have also directly correlated neural activation during these tasks with IS and CI scores on the ADI-R. EF tasks requiring cognitive interference inhibition, rule violation processing, simple target detection, and cognitive set shifting have been employed to investigate the neural circuitry of higher order RRB. Novel paradigms specific to CI behavior have also been used. These paradigms are examined in the following sections.
Behavioral Inhibition, Rule Violation and the Salience Network
Behavioral evidence has demonstrated correlations between deficits in inhibition and higher-order RRB scores on diagnostic measures [17, 46] . This evidence has justified using inhibition paradigms in RRB imaging studies. Interestingly, fMRI studies using inhibition, rule violation processing, and error monitoring paradigms have demonstrated significant overlap in neural abnormalities displayed by ASD subjects, compared to controls. Results from these paradigms have revealed abnormal activation of the insula [13, 43] , abnormal activation in extensive frontal control regions [42] [43] 47] , aberrant connectivity of the insulii with frontal structures [42, 47] , abnormal activation in the parietal cortex [43] , and reduced synchronization and under connectivity in frontal-parietal networks [42, 48] . In one study, this lack of frontoparietal synchronization was correlated with an increase in attention-deficit hyperactivity symptoms [48] . This correlation suggests that deficits in attention may possibly underlie differences in cognitive performance between ASD and control subjects. Future studies employing these paradigms should investigate the correlation between RRB scores on diagnostic measures and neural activation. These studies would strengthen the understanding of neural contributors to RRB given the behavioral evidence linking inhibition and RRB [17, 46] , and the strong neural overlap during inhibition, rule violation, and error monitoring task performance. Further, these studies identify the involvement of the salience network in RRB. The salience network includes the ACC, and the insula [49] . Closely connected with the salience network are neural circuits subserving inhibition and attentional processes (including the ACC, cingulate gyrus, insula and parietal regions). The insula plays a role in attributing negative internal emotional states to decision making [50] , and strong insular involvement in the above studies is posited to indicate heightened sensitivity to errors/violations in ASD subjects compared to controls [13, 43] . Also seen in the above studies is strong frontoparietal network involvement. The frontoparietal network plays a large role in attention and the selection of sensory input from the environment [51] .
Taken together, these results suggest that ASD deficits in higher-order executive functioning may involve neural abnormalities in salience attribution, inhibition, and attention networks. Future research investigating correlations between these network abnormalities and RRB scores on diagnostic measures will be essential. These studies may solidify connections between RRB subtypes and salience, inhibitory, and attentional processes. Recent ASD research has revealed neural deficits in attentional alerting, orienting, and executive control networks [52] . This further demonstrates that attentional dysfunction may be a core contributor to ASD symptomatology. Additionally, initial confirmation of salience network involvement in RRB comes from a recent resting-state fMRI study. This study found that hyper-connectivity of the salience network in ASD children was specifically predictive of RRB scores on the ADI-R [49] .
In addition to the salience network, evidence of frontoparietal (attention) network involvement in RRB has been shown during other types of EF tasks, such as target detection and cognitive flexibility. This work is described in the following section.
Target Detection, Cognitive Flexibility, and the Frontoparietal Network
In addition to inhibition and rule violation tasks, target detection and cognitive flexibility tasks have revealed abnormal frontoparietal activation in ASD subjects, relative to controls. Justification for the use of cognitive flexibility paradigms comes from behavioral evidence showing a relationship between cognitive flexibility and RRB [16] . Difficulty with change in the environment that is inherent in certain types of RRB (such as IS) [53] also contributes to the face validity of target detection and flexibility tasks as RRB proxies.
Both cognitive flexibility and target detection tasks have shown abnormal patterns of activation in the ACC [53] [54] , as well as complex parietal dysfunction [43, 54] . These altered patterns of activation in the ACC and parietal lobe during target detection have been negatively correlated with the severity of RRB scores on the ADI-R [54] . This correlation further implicates attentional (i.e., frontoparietal) processes in the maintenance of RRB. Moreover, hypoactivation of the basal ganglia during poor cognitive set shifting performance has been identified in ASD [54] .
To summarize, behavioral evidence linking cognitive flexibility and RRB, and correlations between neural activation during target detection performance and RRB scores, indicate that both of these executive functions underlay RRB in ASD, and should be explored further.
Circumscribed Interests
Lastly, researchers have employed EF paradigms to specifically investigate the higher-order, CI subtype [55] [56] [57] . These novel approaches use fMRI to investigate BOLD activation during the visual presentation of CI stimuli. For example, pictures of common CI in ASD, such as planes, trains and other mechanical objects, have been used. BOLD activation during the presentation of CI stimuli has been compared to activation during the presentation of other types of visual stimuli, such as social images (e.g., faces), or non-CI stimuli (i.e., control objects or shapes). Results have revealed that ASD individuals show hyper activation to CI stimuli, but not to social or non-CI stimuli, in the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (VMPFC)-nucleus accumbens (NAcc) reward network [56] and in insular, salience attribution networks [55] . Hyperactivation of the insula to CI stimuli in ASD subjects was also correlated with the intensity of everyday CI behavior, as recorded in a parent-report measure [55] .
Interestingly, one other study used similar CI stimuli in an inhibition paradigm, but found hyperactivation of the superior frontal gyrus and right insular cortex to social stimuli, and not to CI stimuli [57] . This study also found hypoactivation of the caudate nucleus to CI stimuli in ASD subjects [57] . Finally, this study found that higher RRB scores in ASD subjects were correlated with a decrease in left inferior and right middle frontal gyrus activation. Although in contrast to the above results of Casico and colleagues [55] , these findings have been interpreted as heightened recruitment of cognitive control areas needed for successful inhibition of social stimuli [57] . This suggests that it may be more difficult for those with ASD to inhibit social stimuli, compared to controls [57] .
Taken together, these results suggest that salience (i.e., insula) and reward network dysfunction (i.e., nucleus accumbens), as well as defective cognitive control (i.e., caudate nucleus), may be involved in the expression of CI behavior. However, increased insular activation to both social and CI stimuli indicate a complex role of the salience network in CI behavior. The overlapping neural activation during the presentation of both social and CI stimuli also indicate potential dysfunction of the reward network in both social and repetitive behavior symptoms of ASD. This suggestion parallels ASD studies that have shown early neuronal disorganization as a factor in the later devaluing of social interaction [58] . This suggestion is also similar to studies that have shown reduced activation of the dorsal striatum to social rewards in ASD [59] . Given these findings, future studies should further explore the relationship between social and RRB deficits, and their underlying neural counterparts.
Executive Functioning Tasks and RRB Subtypesa Neurocognitive Model
Taken together, the above affective and executive functioning paradigms have revealed important information about the neural circuitry underlying RRB in ASD. Lower order EF tasks investigating motor inhibition and visual motor coordination have revealed reduced frontal eye field-dACC connectivity. These tasks have also revealed increased connectivity in an array of cortical-subcortical networks. These studies have implicated several neural mechanisms that may underlay lower order RMB, however, future work is needed to solidify connections between specific RMB subtypes and abnormal neural circuitry. Given the vast heterogeneity in RMB across the spectrum, it is likely that the above results may reflect specific forms of RMB, while failing to identify the neural mechanisms of other forms. Alternately, higher order EF paradigms have identified strong frontoinsular and frontoparietal involvement in RRB. In addition, reward network abnormalities, as well as cognitive control deficits, have been shown during performance in CI-specific paradigms that encompass affective elements.
Collectively, neural abnormalities in the studies discussed above reveal that RRB in ASD may involve particular deficits in cognitive control, motor control, attention, salience attribution, and reward processing. Importantly, overlap in neural circuitry involvement during distinct EF task performance is shown. This underscores the complexity of neural involvement in the broader RRB subtype. This overlap is not surprising. Estimates suggest that between 1 and 6 independent neural components may overlap at a given voxel in the brain [60] . Viewed in this way, RRB in ASD appears as neurocognitively dimensional (Figure 2 ).
More specifically, abnormalities in a given neural network are identified during performance in multiple EF tasks. For example, abnormalities in the frontoparietal attention network appear as important to consider during target detection, rule violation, cognitive flexibility, and inhibition tasks. This neurocognitive dimensionality in RRB will be important to consider in future work. As there is a lack of intervention practices targeted toward RRB in ASD [61] , these findings may provide a foundation for the development of reinforcement-based interventions that target specific neurocognitive deficits. They may also be useful for individuals displaying unique RRB profiles. Additionally, EF paradigms employing antisaccade, target detection, and CI-specific, affective elements, have demonstrated efficacy in the study of RRB. These paradigms have drawn direct correlations between brain activation and RRB scores. EF paradigms employing cognitive and motor inhibition, rule violation, and cognitive flexibility, also show promise in the study of RRB. Further investigation will be required in order to use these paradigms as evidence-based RRB measures.
Resting-State Functional Connectivity and RRB
Another imaging method known as resting-state functional connectivity MRI, has revealed an interesting relationship between social communication and RRB symptoms in ASD. Resting state studies (i.e. scans with an absence of any task) make use of spontaneous, low frequency oscillations in the BOLD signal that are correlated across functionally related regions [62] . These studies have identified a relationship between default mode network connectivity and the broader RRB class [63] [64] . Interestingly, aberrant resting state connectivity of the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) with both frontal and temporal cortices, and with the parahippocampal gyrus, has been correlated with poor verbal communication scores, poor social functioning scores, and an increase in RRB scores on the ADI-R [63] [64] . These studies suggest a functional overlap between social and RRB symptoms in ASD, which can be observed at a basic, resting-state level. These findings also compliment the results of functional scanning paradigms in the above section (Circumscribed interests) that reveal overlap in neural responses to social and RRB (i.e., CI) stimuli.
Aside from the default mode network, one other study also found a positive correlation between right medial frontal gyrus and caudate nucleus resting-state connectivity and RRB scores on the ADI-R [59] . This finding further demonstrates that abnormalities in the frontostriatal system are involved in RRB. Finally, hyper connectivity of the resting-state salience network has been correlated with RRB scores on the ADI-R [49] . In future, continued use of resting-state functional connectivity methods should provide useful information about RRB networks, and begin to draw correlations between specific RRB subtypes and resting-state brain function.
Diffusion Tensor Imaging and RRB
Finally, Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) is an imaging method that uses the directional diffusion of water molecules in the brain to make inferences about the structural integrity of white matter fibres. Fractional anisotropy (FA) is a quantitative DTI value that identifies the degree of coherence between the direction of water molecules, indicating high or low connectivity of white matter microstructure [65] . Compared to other neuroimaging methods, there has been limited RRB research using DTI. However, there is a need for research using this method because it is important to investigate whether areas of altered brain activation are also associated with altered connectivity and changes to the microstructure of white matter.
DTI studies have identified both cortical and subcortical white matter abnormalities. Reduced volume of the forceps minor -a white matter tract linking the lateral and medial surfaces of the frontal lobes [66] and reduced integrity of rostral ACC white matter [67] have been correlated with RRB scores on the ADI-R. An excess of short-range connections in white matter inferior to the ACC [68] have also been hypothesized to contribute to RRB expression and the inability of individuals with ASD to disengage from a task or stimulus. Abnormalities in white matter surrounding the basal ganglia have also been correlated with behavioral inhibition performance [69] . This provides further support for the use of inhibition EF tasks to explore the architecture underlying RRB.
Altogether, these findings indicate that structural white matter abnormalities may be associated with frontal, cingulate, and striatal alterations in ASD subjects, all of which are implicated in repetitive behavior. Yet, neural patterns associated with specific RRB subtypes are not identified from these DTI studies. Future work would benefit from an approach that stratifies RRB subtypes, and correlates these subtypes with specific white matter abnormalities.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
This review has identified that RRB subtypes in ASD encompass both distinct and overlapping neural networks that follow important developmental trajectories. The identification of distinct systems may be useful in the creation of targeted treatments for various individual RRB profiles, as well as in the identification of RRB biomarkers. Overlap in neural circuitry across subtypes is reflective of ASD as a heterogeneous condition, and reflects the complexity of brain-behavior relationships in RRB.
A comparison of the neural networks underlying RMB, IS and CI has yielded common frontostriatal structural and functional deficits, implicating motor and cognitive control mechanisms across a broader RRB grouping. Importantly, this review has highlighted an initial developmental trajectory of frontal-striatal morphology and RRB. Although the association between RRB and striatal abnormality is quite complex, early striatal abnormalities may serve as a biomarker for both lower and higher order RRB profiles throughout development. However, correlational findings from studies examining striatal abnormalities and RRB have been largely inconsistent, particularly those examining ASD adolescents. Clearly there are still unknown neural mechanisms supporting higherorder RRB throughout development, and more studies investigating RRB subtypes in adolescent samples are needed. These studies would pinpoint critical periods in development where neural changes shape behavior.
In addition to frontal striatal abnormality, analyses of fMRI data have highlighted potential motor and cognitive control, attention, salience, and reward processing deficits in RRB. Correlations between these neural network abnormalities and RRB scores are informative, and indicate the efficacy of using certain EF tasks to examine RRB networks. Specifically, EF tasks encompassing motor inhibition, target detection, and reward processing, reveal neural activation that is correlated with RRB scores. This demonstrates that these tasks are good RRB proxies.
Additionally, preliminary data has indicated that cognitive flexibility and inhibition tasks, as well as visual motor coordination tasks, should be examined in future work. However, given that the examination of RRB subtypes is a relatively new approach, there is significant methodological inconsistency across studies. This makes quantitative comparison between RRB subtypes difficult. Future work would benefit from combining a variety of imaging methods to examine a given RRB subtype. This practice would contribute to more detailed neural profiling of RRB in ASD. For example, data driven or network based analysis methods like Independent Component Analyses could be employed to compliment a general linear model analyses. This would help with further investigation of irregularities in the functional networks underlying RRB.
In addition, an interesting relationship between social and RRB symptoms has emerged, both in taskbased fMRI studies, as well as in resting-state studies. The literature suggests that changes in neural reward function in ASD may play a role in the devaluing of social stimuli, while increasing the salience of CI stimuli. Further, abnormal resting state connectivity in overlapping default mode network regions is correlated with both social and RRB symptoms in ASD, indicating that these deficits may share common and intrinsic neural abnormalities.
Finally, both resting-state fMRI and DTI studies provide preliminary evidence for underlying restingstate and white matter abnormalities in RRB, respectively. DTI studies have been important in the confirmation of frontostriatal irregularity in RRB at a white matter level. However, in order to further pinpoint the role of neural deficits in ASD symptoms, future work in these areas should build upon previous studies, and stratify RRB into subtypes. Data driven restingstate studies looking at other large scale resting state networks should also be investigated in the context of RRB. For example, functional abnormalities in thalamocortical networks have been identified during previous task-based paradigms (Mizuno et al., 2006) , and future resting-state studies investigating thalamocortical circuitry and RRB could further identify the role of this circuit in RRB subtypes.
Overall, this review has demonstrated the utility of stratifying RRB when conducting neuroimaging research on ASD. By identifying important neural networks that underlie RRB in ASD, this review has aided in the initial neural mapping of symptoms. This work is important as RRB in ASD has traditionally been defined behaviourally. This review has also highlighted affective and executive functioning tasks that can further aid in the study of RRB. In future, this knowledge may be of value in the development of interventions and treatments for individuals displaying unique RRB profiles.
